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I’m giving this talk on behalf of active PyGRB developers:

Jacob Buchanan
Marco Cusinato
Erin Vincent
Stephanie Hoang
Marion Pillas
Prasia Pakuni
Francesco Pannarale
Tito dal Canton

However, we are “walking in the shoulders of giants” on this project… 
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The problem of GW astronomy
1. Search for a signal u(t) buried in stationary, frequency-dependent, 

Gaussian noise n(t).

NOTE: This talk will focus on the case of signals u(t) of known morphology.

2. Decide whether it is of astrophysical origin or not
Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2

Note: not only very sensitive detectors are required, but optimal and 
computationally affordable data analysis techniques.
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-> The optimal linear filter to find q in a noisy frequency dependent data 
stream h(t) is: Preprocessed 

Interferometric data

Known signal model.
“Template”

Estimate of the noise 
power spectral density
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● A “sort of” complex valued noise weighted cross correlation: 

Signal-to-noise ratio “SNR”

(Its a complex timeseries, not a 
single scalar quanity)
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● Gives info about:
○ Signal power 
○ Signal phase***
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Doing a real search becomes high dimensional problem

Template banks
● Can not be defined continuously 

at every point of 
● Geometrically motivated ways 

have been invented to sample 
that space discretely without 
losing too much SNR. (Using 
manifold theory)

B. Allen 2021 LVK collaboration 2023 8



But GW interferometric data deviates from 
our initial assumption rather frequently:

- Non-gaussian transients appear 
- Noise artifacts look like GW signals, 

and can trigger templates with high 
SNR values.

● Autogating using CAT1, CAT 2 vetoes 
produced by detector scientists

● Chi squared vetoing

Source: GW170817 discovery paper
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Assessing astrophysical significance requires more than just the SNR 
value…

Source: gracedb.ligo.org 10



1. Define a background and a foreground dataset.
2. Study the statistical properties of the background by counting triggers 

produced during the matched filtering stage.
3. Create a histogram to understand the chances of having a false alarm, i.e. 

build the False alarm probability of the background.
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PyGRB: Matched filtering pipeline designed to search for 
electromagnetic transients coincident with GWs
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EM bright bank Tight skypatch

Source: github.com - PR#4299
by Marco Cusinato

Source: Iain Dorrington’s 
PhD thesis, 2019

https://github.com/gwastro/pycbc/pull/4299
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● For short GRBs 

We get input information about the GRB trigger time and the skypatch where it 
was localized. 

- Background: About 90 minutes(5000+ s) of data around the trigger are 
processed to estimate the background False alarm probability.

- Foreground: [-6s, +1s] around trigger time.

● FRBs, neutrinos, …
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Build the background FAP distribution
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Inject thousands of signals to understand the 
sensitivity of the pipeline
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17Credit: PyCBC allsky search team



Current development
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Performance gains…
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Bottleneck investigations…
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Summary:

● Even though the signal to noise ratio(SNR) inner product is still at the 
core of our searches, our typical datasets require a larger infrastructure to 
assess statistical/astrophysical significance.

● PyGRB can and has been used for other transients.

● Current development is focused on the usage of modern open-source 
software and file formats and improve performance.

● PyGRB uses the same framework of the all-sky pycbc searches.
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